Your privacy is important to us. Your data belongs to you.

This policy applies to all information collected by Radiance House’s website and our apps for iPhone and iPad, and any other devices and platforms including our in-person brain-imaging data analysis software.

Data Collected for Feedback

Our apps, pencil-paper worksheets, and brain-imaging devices collect data about your personality, skills, and possibly related demographic indicators so that they can provide targeted feedback for you. This data includes your self-reported preference for some activities over others, what training materials or services you are interested in, or how your neocortex functions over the course of a session. The app, brain imaging device, and other devices may use this data, for example, to direct your attention to personality and/or skill profiles that likely fit you best for the purpose of self-discovery and possibly other, non-clinical services such as career coaching or counseling.

Your choices in our apps are stored within the apps for your future reference in a manner labeled by you. This data is not transmitted outside of the apps. It is not copied off the device unless you do so as part of your own backup of the app data. You can delete at any time any instance of a questionnaire by using the relevant delete button, and you can delete all information by deleting an app from your device and deleting any of your backups of it.

Your brain activity, as assessed by in-person brain-imaging sessions, is recorded on our equipment for the purpose of post-processing and analysis. Your data is not transmitted to any third parties and used only to generate your personalized report and for ongoing neuroscience research. In the former case, when you are participating as part of a sponsoring organization, your information is never shared with that organization except in a composite team or organizational report that blends your data anonymously with everyone else who participated. In the latter case, for research, portions of your data may be reported or shared in an anonymous way.

Data Shared with Third Parties
Our website sends a limited amount of anonymous usage data to Google Analytics. We use this data in aggregate to better understand how our website and apps are being used so we can make informed decisions about how best to improve them. Examples of this data include statistics on the devices and operating system versions being used by our visitors.

Our iPhone and iPad apps do NOT share any data except what is normally collected by Apple Inc. from its users in the normal course of events, as it decides, such as providing crash reports.

**Business Transfers**

In the future, we may sell to, buy, merge with, or partner with other businesses. In such transactions, user information, such as from brain imaging sessions, may be among the transferred assets.

**Children**

We do not use our website, apps, or other devices to knowingly solicit data from or market to children under the age of 13.

**Limited Warranties**

We do not warrant the completeness or accuracy of the information published on our website, our apps, or in our brain-imaging reports; nor do we commit to ensuring that the website, apps, or brain-imaging reports remain available or that the material on the website, apps, or brain-imaging reports is kept up to date.

To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, we exclude all representations, warranties and conditions relating to our website, apps, and brain-imaging devices and software-generated reports, and the use of our website, apps, and brain-imaging devices (including, without limitation, any warranties implied by law in respect of satisfactory quality, fitness for purpose and/or the use of reasonable care and skill).

**Indemnity**

You hereby indemnify us and undertake to keep us indemnified against any losses, damages, costs, liabilities and expenses (including, without limitation, legal expenses and any amounts paid by us to a third party in settlement of a claim or dispute on the advice of our legal advisers) incurred or suffered by us arising out of any breach by you of any provision of these terms of use, or arising out of any claim that you have breached any provision of these terms of use.
Your Consent

By using our website, apps, or brain-imaging devices, you consent to this privacy policy.

Changes to this Policy

This Privacy Policy may be updated from time to time for any reason. We will notify you of any changes to our Privacy Policy by posting those changes on the www.RadianceHouse.com website and updating the Privacy Policy modification date below.

If you have questions regarding this privacy policy, you may email service@radiancehouse.com.

This policy was last modified on June 11, 2019.